
A new dimension for your dining room

™



«Design only excels when it adds  
great moments to people's life.»

Curt Bossuyt, CEO





When elegance
meets multi-functionality ...





... then Fusion is the key

Times are changing, things get blurred, and fusion becomes more than just a nice concept : we have 
fusion of generations, fusion of cultures, fusion of cuisines, fusion music. Now we finally have the 
Fusion table.

Today, a good product is not just about a great design, it’s about life, it’s about people and it needs to 
address their needs for good times and precious moments.

Bringing emotional value and quality time is the key characteristic of the Fusion table. Built with 
“Know-How to entertain”, the Fusion table has indeed exactly what it takes to create those unique 
memorable moments for you, your family and guests.



... then Fusion is the key





Enjoy dining...

Functional and with a timeless modern design, the Fusion table 
offers generous dimensions for relaxed dining with family or 
friends. 

Hosting up to 10 people in its standard configuration, the Fusion 
table is perfect for those precious family and friend reunions.



... and just play pool

After dinner, in just a couple of minutes, the Fusion table transforms 
in a high quality pool table. Simply push the assorted benches under 
the table, lift the 3 table top sections, and find the cues, Aramith balls, 
triangle and chalk readily waiting for you to start the game.

The after dinner drinks come along, we talk, we play, we joke...







The multi-generation game

Poker, Black Jack, Craps or an exclusive Roulette set with 
a real wooden roulette and a Chips and cards metal case 
...there are so much possibilities.

Ready for something else? 
Just turn the table leaves and fix any of the custom game 
cloths for added fun and function.





It’s all about you

The following pages visualize a variety 
of lifestyles, offering insight into what 

motivates and moves people. See how the 
Fusion table blends in and adds another 

dimension to their daily life.



Urban living with 
a different touch
As a young professional, living downtown is great but square footage 
does come with a hefty price. So, multifunctional furniture is the only way 
to get the most of the limited space I have.

The Fusion table is just about that. Used to have a pool home at room as a kid, I always wanted to have 
one in my appartement, but there simply wasn’t enough home. Now with the Fusion table, I have a great 
dining and pool table all in one, allowing me to take entertaining my friends to a whole new dimension. 
And they love it.

Exactly two seconds, is what it took my dad, who just sold his large home to retire a down on Key Biscayne, 
to decide he needed a Fusion table over there as well. 
Welcome to the club, dad !

Bryan F. (New York - USA)







Because team  
building is important

Frankly speaking, we’re a rather small ad office and our customers with their last-minute campaigns know 
how to keep us busy. So yes, we work long hours and team-building seems like miles away. 

But the Fusion table does exactly what we need. It’s never planned, but once in a week, when the timing 
is right, we wrap up a meeting and we play a game of pool. And you know what : it creates the perfect 
relaxed moment that gets the team built.

Béatrice F. (Marseille - FR)



Improving my personnal level

Since I started regularly playing billiards, I’ve always dreamt 
about having my own table at home. My wife always refused 
even to consider the idea of a traditional billiard table in our living 
room. Then, one day, my wife saw this table in an interior design 
magazine and immediately fell in love with it. When she showed 
me the article, I thought it was all a dream. This table allows us 
to have our meals at a table of a normal height, and when I have 
5 minutes to myself I can work on my billiard technique. And the 
kids also adore it.

Gareth S. (Dublin - IR)







Sharing 
great moments
Some of our friends have bought traditional pool tables and put them in the 
basement. One of them even put it in the garage. I preferred my pool table 
right in my dining room.

Tell you what, I would have had a hard time convincing Patricia to put a pool table in our dining room, but 
with a sleek design like this, and no one ever believing that there is a high-end pool table under the top, 
it wasn’t hard to convince her.

When it comes to family home-entertainment, a pool table beats just about everything. It has the rare 
capacity to bring together young and old, male and female, friends and neighbors, amateur and first time 
players in a game easily accessible to everyone and guaranteeing fun for everyone.

Emilio P.  (Monza - IT)





People are continuously amazed at our Fusion table, some of 
our friends just can’t believe that it is also a billiard table.

They think it’s especially interesting that we have a beautiful 
table for receiving guests and a billiard table in the same room, 
at the same time.

Amazing our friends

Dany D. (Kortrijk - Belgium)



We found Fusiontables on the web by visiting some blogs and an 
architecture website.The client´s wish was to have a billiard table in his 
new home. For me it was difficult to find  a pool table matching the style 
of this home. 

Eventhough the refreshed building was bigger than 400 square  meters 
there was actually no place for a billiard table. 
Only Fusiontable had a solution for this situation and a nice contemporay 
design. 

Jan. L (Prague - Czech Republic)

Matching our  
client’s expectations





Unique 
design features

Unique patent pending design 
features were engineered to 
fuse a pool table into a design 
dining table.

Sleek European design
The Fusion table’s sleek design uses a rigid steel Space – 
Frame to accommodate the strength and stability required 
to hold the single piece slate playing surface in place.   All of 
the pool accessories will fit on the table without anyone ever 
knowing what lies under the table leaves.



Patent pending pocket design
In order to fit everything in the Fusion table’s 4 ½” / 115 mm 
narrow top, a unique solution was created for the pockets. Using hi-
tech nylon stretch cloth with memory, the patent pending pockets 
stretch out when they collect balls, and revert to their 1/8” / 3 mm 
thickness after the game.

Ready to play anytime
Unique solutions allow the accessories to be stored on the table. 
The void between the tops and the slate stores cues and racks. 
Unique patent-pending Ball-Slides move above the stretch cloth to 
allow balls to be stored right in the pockets without stretching out.



 

Patent pending Easy-Lift system
The optional spring assisted Easy-Lift system allows to raise the Fusion 
table with minimal effort adding 3” / 75 mm from standard 29.5” / 75 
cm dining height to optimal playing height. 

The system requires no maintenance and has a patent pending auto-
lock auto-level feature assuring perfect leveling, and maximum stability 
& steadiness to the Fusion table in its upper position.

Matching benches & stools
The Fusion tables also come with trendy 
leather benches. 

To optimize your playing area, the benches 
will slide under your table when you are 
ready to play.



 

The Fusion chair
The new Fusion chair has been specially 
developed by the Fusiontables design team. 
Its black microfiber leather covering makes 
it extremely comfortable as well as easy to 
clean and match with other items.
The Fusion chair back has been designed 
to sit flush to the Fusion table in its higher 
position so as not to disturb players during a 
game of billiards. So there is nothing to put a 
way before playing

The Fusion LED system
With the Fusion Led System you can establish 2 
different atmospheres during your get-togethers using 
this superb pendant lamp with its light, modern design. During 
the meal, the 7 white LEDs create a softly lit, pleasantly intimate 
environment for your guests.
In gaming mode, a brighter light illuminates the entire billiard table.
The Fusion Led System recreates a billiard club environment, but 
using long-life LEDs - economical and environmentally friendly.
Dimensions : 16 cm wide / 140 cm long. Can be hung between a 
minimum of 70 cm and a maximum of 115 cm from the ceiling.

Specifications : 
- Chair dimensions : 

W440 x L440 x H790
- Back rest : height 340
- Color: black

Specifications : 
- Operates with 2 x 220 ~ 240 

volt transformers and a group 
section switch.

- SEC 12 - 35 V 700 mA
- Net weight : 10 kg
- Material : Iron & Glass, 

in satin nickel.
- Transformer and Led driver 

are EC/VDE certified



Unique quality materials

High quality components 
Manufactured using modern design materials and a strict selection of the finest wood 
veneers.

High precision manufacturing
Using state of the art CNC machines, the Fusion table is manufactured to very tight 
tolerances for a precise assembly. Its wooden parts are CNC cut but finished with 
multi-layer varnish by artisans.

The combination of state of the art equipment with the finishing expertise only 
passionate artisans can assure, results in a design dining pool table that everyone 
perceives as exceptional and that has a longevity to last several generations.



Flat Pocket system
The Fusion table comes with an ingenious and patented 
system, which is unique in the billiard table industry, 
and which conceals your billiard table at mealtimes.
There is no unsightly ball return tube under the table, 
which gets in the way of diners’ legs. It has been 
replaced with a system of hidden pockets.
Close the Flat Pocket system and the pocket will be 
completely hidden from view, while the balls remain in 
the pockets of the billiard table without falling into the 
nets.
Open the sliders and the heavy-duty nylon pockets will 
reappear so you can transform your dining room table 
into a real billiard table in 10 seconds.
Once you have finished your game, remove the balls 
from the nets. They will once again return to their flat 
and unobtrusive position.
A billiard table? What billiard table?
   



K66 Velocity rails
The Fusion pool table rail system is equipped with K66 Velocity rails, 
known to offer one of the best rebounds allowing a high degree of 
accuracy in the game.

Aramith cloth
The Fusion table comes standard with pre-installed Aramith worsted cloth which 
guarantees optimal speed, smooth roll, easy maintenance and longevity.



Rigid Space-Frame concept
The unique steel Space-Frame  construction with an integrated leveling 
system allows an easy, quick and accurate assembly. Contrary to 
wooden pool  tables, the rigid Space-Frame makes it totally unnecessary 
to correct its level afterwards, as it is not influenced by room temperature 
or humidity.

Tru-Roll Mono-bed Slate
The Fusion table is delivered with a ¾” / 19 mm high precision cut natural 
Slate. Already covered with cloth, this 1-pce mono-bed slate on Fusion’s 
rigid Space-Frame avoids all adjustment problems common with the usual 
3-pce slate surfaces.





FUSION product line

The Fusion table is available in two lines differentiated by the material used 
for its structure. 

Wood line : combines a cherry veneered wooden structure with steel 
backing. 

Metal line : consists of an aluminium colour steel or stainless steel 
structure.



Metal Line



Specifications
Table outside dimensions
2.30 m x 1.34 m ; height : 0.75 m
52.8” x 90.6”; height : 29.5”
Playing area
1.92 m x 0.96 m
37.8” x 75.6”
Optimal room dimensions*
4.90 m x 3.95 m
192” x 154”
(*) With Standard & Pro-Cup Aramith accessory kits.

Wood

Options

Minimal room dimensions*
4.38 m x 3.42 m
171” x 134”
(*) With Premium Aramith accessory kit.

For latest colour options, visit our website : www.fusiontables.com

Metal Line

Aluminium colour
powder coated steel

Stainless steel

Wenge oak

Laquered black

White oakSmoked walnut

Laquered white

Grey oak Cherry



Wood Line



Specifications 
Table outside dimensions
2.30 m x 1.34 m ; height : 0.75 m
52.8” x 90.6” ; height : 29.5” 
Playing area
1.92 m x 0.96 m 
37.8” x 75.6”
Optimal room dimensions*
4.90 m x 3.95 m
192” x 154”
(*) With Standard & Pro-Cup Aramith accessory kits.

Wood

For latest colour options, visit our website : www.fusiontables.com

Wood Line

Cherry

Minimal room dimensions*
4.38 m x 3.42 m
171” x 134”
(*) With Premium Aramith accessory kit.



Personalize 
your table
The Fusion table is a fully equipped 
product, but can be personalized and 
upgraded in many ways. Hereafter is a 
limited list including the major options but 
please visit the www.fusiontables.com 
website for all available options.

Balls and related items
- 1 Aramith® Crown Standard pool set
- 1 bottle of Aramith® Ball Cleaner
- 1 Aramith® Micro Fiber Cleaning Cloth
- 1 wooden triangle ball rack
Cues and related items
- 4 two-piece pool cues
- 1 two-piece bridge stick
- 1 bridge head
- 1 wooden six-cue rack
- 1 cue repair kit
- 4 Aramith® chalks
Other Accessories
- 1 10 1/2” table brush
- 1 official rule book

Accessories options
aramith

®
 Standard Kit



Balls and related items
- 1 Aramith® Premium pool set
- 1 bottle of Aramith® Ball Cleaner
- 1 Aramith® Micro Fiber Cleaning Cloth
- 1 wooden triangle ball rack
- 1 wooden 9-ball rack
Cues and related items
- 4 two-piece pool cues
- 1 two-piece bridge stick
- 1 brass bridge head
- 1 wooden six-cue rack
- 1 cue repair kit
- 4 Aramith® chalks
Other Accessories
- 1 10 1/2” table brush
- 1 under rail brush
- 1 leather tally shaker bottle
- 1 set of wooden tally balls
- 1 official rule book

Balls and related items
- 1 Super Aramith® PRO-CUP pool set
(Including the famous 6 red dots cue ball)
- 1 Jim Rempe learning cue ball + manual
- 1 wooden triangle ball rack
- 1 wooden 9-ball rack
- 1 bottle of Aramith® Ball Cleaner
- 1 Aramith® Micro Fiber Cleaning Cloth
Cues and related items
- 4 top quality two-piece pool cues
- 1 two-piece bridge stick
- 1 brass bridge head
- 1 wooden six-cue rack
- 1 Deluxe cue repair kit
- 6 Aramith® chalks
Other Accessories
- 1 10 1/2” horse hair table brush
- 1 under rail brush
- 1 leather tally shaker bottle
- 1 set of wooden tally balls
- 1 official rule book

aramith
®
 Premium Kit aramith

®
 Pro CuP Kit



Cloth options

Fusion table is supplied standard with 
Aramith cloth in your color choice. With a 85% 
wool, 15% nylon content, 20 ounce weave, 
the worsted Aramith cloth offers excellent 
playability and longevity.

Optional game cloth
Check our website for the optional card, family 
and casino game cloths and accessories that 
can be fitted on the table top reverse side, to 
add other dimensions for your Fusion table.
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Make your dream become reality 

For over 85 years, the Aramith Group has been creating & producing products that 
bring value to the end-user, value to the trade. Focused on leading quality products 
since our very start in 1923, we have continuously adapted products to the people’s 
changing lifestyles, and our willingness to listen, look, analyse and anticipate has 
allowed us to be trendsetting at many times.

We don’t take success for granted as we feel customers are entitled to be utterly 
demanding. 

We trade in know-how to live, the art of sharing pleasure in the cosiness of one’s home, 
to the benefit of the family, the close friends and this across generations. The Fusion 
table introduces a totally new product concept into the dining room. A unique product 
that addresses the current need for people to get together again. With its surprising 
Get2Gether concept the Fusion table adds multi-dimension to home entertainment. 
Rather than exterior signs of wealth, it adds to your home interior «Know-How» to 
entertain.

At a time when most of us spend numerous hours isolated in front of PC’s, getting 
home and have fun with our friends brings back balance and meaning to our life. 

We love being part of it, by «fusioning in» as your dining entertainment table. Our team 
enjoyed designing the Fusion table, we hope you will enjoy using it. M
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The manufacturer reserves all rights to change design & specifications.

Aramith group : USA - EUROPE - Hong Kong

Your distributor :
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www.fusiontables.com




